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Editor’s Note
Dear Readers,
We are very close to Easter, the time of renewal in all ways. Mother
Earth too has shown intermittent signs of
Spring. Not quite there yet!
This issue of Crossroads has been moulded
by the various contributors who I would like
to thank. I hope that more writers will be
willing to offer their pages here. As always,
the address is:
mariealexander.mt @gmail.com or, if
handwritten, they could be photographed and sent as an attachment on the
mobile as a WhatsApp message (to: 79947887). Alternatively, just hand
me your handwritten contribution before the service on Sunday.
I consider writers and readers as making up a special kind of community
associated with St Andrew’s Scots Church in some way. Believe me, there
are many different ways, so even sharing your way could enable us to get
to know each other more, respecting our differences and nurturing our
belonging.
I wish you and your dear ones true Easter
joy.

Editor
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Easter Joy!
March 2022 Minister’s Letter

Rev. Betsi Thane

With the coming Spring many of us hoped for a “fresh air”, a fresh start,
for a new “normal”. Have we not hoped
that Covid 19 is almost over, and we can
finally move on with our lives? But a few
weeks ago, we were confronted with
terrifying news, news, that brought death,
suffering and displacement. This time we
cannot blame a virus for that but an evil power in a greedy and cruel
human hand.
Russia invaded Ukraine. You know the
cruel details therefore I will not repeat
them here. However, this current war and
the last two years of Covid 19 let us forget that there is ongoing conflict
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and suffering in Afghanistan, Syria, Yemen, Somalia and Ethiopia.
There are many more places that experience growing tension between
their nations. But I don’t want to be
scared! I DO believe that my Lord and
Saviour is in control.
And even though, I often cry out to
God like Habakkuk - “How long, LORD, must I call for help, but you
do not listen? Or cry out to you, “Violence!” but you do not save?” (Hab
1:2) I want to hold to the HOPE we have in HIM. Therefore, every
morning, after watching the News I try hard to shift my focus to Jesus.
And like Habakkuk, I make a conscious effort saying: “Even though
there are no figs on the fig tree. - Even though there are no grapes on the
grapevine and no olives in the olive garden […] YET will I rejoice.”
(Hab 3:17-18)
Trials, pain, suffering and death have been known to all generations.
However, apostle Paul encourages us
to rejoice in our trials and suffering
(Col.1:24); not for our trials, but in
them. We can rejoice in the midst of
our struggles because we serve a
merciful God who is in control, who is
loving and just.
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As we are approaching Easter in this one more uncertain time, I went to
pray and hike in
Majjistral Nature Park.
As I walked and
looked around, I
wondered about the
recovering power of
plants. After the harsh summer’s sun that burned everything dry, the
winter came with its refreshing rain and the new plants came out now
between the rocks and hard
surface. The tiny flowers have
such strong, radiant colours as
they would try to call out “see
we conquered death!” We are
alive.
Contemplating the wonder of nature, I had to think about Easter. About
the suffering of Jesus but also about the difficult time for His disciples
at the time. They saw Jesus being
flogged and condemned to die. They
saw Him suffer on the cross, suffer
and die. They prepared the body of
their beloved Master and placed it in
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the tomb. I can imagine how they must have felt – hopeless…The One
they loved had gone…
Today we know that this is not the end of the story. In Matthew 28:8
we read “So the women hurried
away from the tomb, afraid yet filled
with joy, and ran to tell his
disciples”. Early on the Sunday
morning the women went to the
tomb, but they found the stone rolled away and the angels told them that
Jesus is risen. For a short period of time there was suffering, despair
followed by hope and joy. The women did not understand what had
happened and were afraid; yet, they were filled with joy. Habakkuk
didn’t understand God’s ways and decisions, yet he exclaimed: “I will
rejoice in the LORD, I will be joyful in God my Saviour." (3:17-18)
Dear all, whatever happens, we have the gospel hope that is unchanging.
Jesus is risen, He conquered death. He is alive and with Him we have
eternal life, too. This hope can never be taken away from us.
Despite all circumstances, difficulties, trials, wars and suffering may we
know the joy and peace that Jesus brings
Yours in Christ,
Betsi
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The Heron1
by Rev Hugh McKee
A heron had been spotted by a lake in Wakefield so Hugh and many others
went to try to spot it – to no avail. After the people had all gone and Hugh
alone remained, the heron stepped out from the reeds and Hugh later
wrote this poem.

Some said, “He’s gone away”
Some, “He never was!”
But when I stayed,
Stood still and waited –
Waited – waited;
He quietly came
Surprising
With his presence.
1

Many thanks to Christa D. Wiegand who chose the beautiful poem
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And so with God
Some said, “He’s gone away”
And some, “He never was!”
But when I quietly waited,
Calling Him to come;
His Presence filled my soul
And Peace came flooding in.
My sins dissolved
In Mercy’s warm embrace.
And in His Love
A smile lit up my face.
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EASTER SERVICES
Maundy Thursday, 14th April at 6.30pm - a light supper in the Church
Hall, incorporating the Lord's Supper

Good Friday, 15th April at 10.30am - a
reflective service of bible readings and
prayers
Easter Sunday, 17th April - Sunrise Service at Upper
Barrakka Gardens (exact time to be announced),
followed by bring-your-own breakfast in the Church
Hall
Easter Sunday, 17th April 10.30am service including
Holy Communion
OTHER DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Sunday May 1st - preacher will be Ms Barbara
Easton, Vice-President of the Methodist Church,
who will be visiting us that weekend.

Sunday May 15th - Annual
congregational meeting (after the service).
10

The Poster was sent in by Stephanie Jones
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Contrasting experiences
Week of Prayer for Christian Unity
Jo Austin
This January, the annual Ecumenical service took place in the Carmelite
Church, Valletta. It’s a huge church, so everyone could be well spaced
out (in the physical sense, of course!). Those who preferred to stay at
home had the opportunity to watch the recorded service the next day on
the Archdiocese of Malta’s Facebook page.

CHRISTIANS TOGETHER IN MALTA
Malta Ecumenical Council

It was a service of contrasting
styles, ranging from the incense
that was liberally showered over
the Anglican priest before he read
the Gospel, to the enthusiastic
hymn-singing of the Baptist
pastor who had shared his reflections with us on the theme “We saw the
star in the East, and we came to
worship him”, chosen by the Middle
East Council of Churches.
As is the custom, the service
included a symbolic activity related
to the theme - in this case,
representatives from each denomination came to the front with a bright
star to pin onto a dark blue cloth representing the night-sky.
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A number of people from St Andrews’ were at the service, including
some taking part in the readings or in the symbolic activity. Prayers had
been prepared, and were read, by students from Junior College; and a
collection was taken for the Roman Catholic organisation, Missio Malta,
to pay for Coronavirus vaccines for Africa.
For me, the most meaningful part of these services is always when we
say the Lord’s Prayer together in our own language and format –
Maltese, English or whatever – and
when we recite the same Creed
together. That truly tells me that we
share the same basics and worship the
same Heavenly Father.
Interfaith Harmony Week
In contrast, February saw the celebration of Interfaith Harmony Week at
an event organised by the Malta Foundation for the Wellbeing of
Society (founded by Malta’s former President, H.E. Marie-Louise
Coleiro Preca). Here I struggled to share in the prayers offered by
representatives of various non-Christian faith groups, asking myself
“How can I possibly share in your prayer if
the God I believe in is not your God?”
But I certainly didn’t disagree with the theme
that we should respect each other’s beliefs
and live in harmony together. As Betsi was
off the island that weekend, I was asked, as the only attendee from a
Presbyterian Church, to say a few words to the gathering; and after
literally only a moment to collect my thoughts, I shared the perspective
that, in order for us to respect each other we first need to understand
each other, which means talking to, or rather, listening to each other.
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Of course, the challenge is always to ‘practice what you preach’, and I
had the opportunity of doing just that during the coffee and snacks
afterwards, when I had an interesting conversation
with a lady who identifies herself as ‘pagan’. It
was a true exercise in listening, in fact-finding,
rather than pushing forward one’s own belief as
the right one.
Each group was given a young olive sapling as a
symbolic gesture of peace, and ours is being kindly
taken care of by John Lejman in his Siggiewi
garden.
In reflecting on my experiences at this event, I thought of Paul saying in
1 Corinthians 9: 20-22:
“To the Jews I became like a Jew, to win the Jews. To those
under the law I became like one under the law (though I myself
am not under the law), so as to win those under the law. To those
not having the law I became like one not having the law (though
I am not free from God’s law but am under Christ’s law), so as
to win those not having the law. To the weak I became weak, to
win the weak. I have become all things to all people so that by
all possible means I might save some.”
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Introducing the new Session Clerk, Colen Amada

Taking over from Christa as Session Clerk was a bit of a surprise
to me but the rest had already met beforehand and discussed the vacant
position. So, with their assurance to support me, I accepted the
challenge.
In these trying times with the pandemic still ongoing, I am glad to
see all of us try our best to go on. With God’s help, we will overcome
the obstacles in our way. Every
week we see new faces and visitors
taking part in our Sunday services
welcomed by our faithful door
greeters.
Last January, the Kirk Session and some members of the
congregation took part in the Annual Ecumenical Service during the
Week of Prayer for Christian Unity.
During the Sunday service on March 6, it was announced that all
the collections will go to MOAS, the charity helping Ukrainian refugees
15

and we witnessed the generosity of all present with a significant amount
gathered. There is strength when we act as one.
On March 27th, we were delighted to have the Sponsors’ Council
taking part in our Worship Service with the Ministers Jimmy Brown,
David Hinchliffe and Betsi Thane leading. With the bring and share
lunch after the service, everybody was filled to the full! Thanks to all
those who prepared the food for our meal together. We were also able to
gather an additional amount from the proceeds of the baked goods sold
in aid of the Ukrainian cause.
In unity there is strength. So let’s go on going on!

A pose after worship with Indonesian brothers outside the church.
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Glad to be back in Malta – the Sponsors’ Council
Rev. Jimmy Brown
I wonder whether we could have possibly picked a more exciting time
to finally pay another visit to Malta than the weekend of the Maltese
General Election? Yet we – the four current members of the Sponsors’
Council – hardly noticed anything of the tension in the air, for we were
totally absorbed with catching up on what’s been happening in St.
Andrews since our last visit, pre-Covid, in 2019 and since Betsi Thane
was welcomed as minister in an online induction service back in 2020.
Our minds were so focussed on the wonderful hospitality we received
and on the impressions that we gained throughout the weekend of the
vibrant congregational life in St Andrews, we hardly had time to even
notice the political goings on!
As not everyone who attends worship there is perhaps aware, St
Andrew’s has, since 2006, been a so-called
Local Ecumenical Partnership (LEP) – one
of comparatively few – between the Church
of Scotland and the Methodist Church South
East District. In other words, these two major
protestant churches cooperate in governing the congregation. As part of
that cooperation, the Constitution of the LEP stipulates that a Sponsors’
Council, consisting of four persons, should pay annual visits to the
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congregation, offering support and encouragement and – if and when
need be – assistance.
For this visit, the two Methodist representatives were Rev David
Hinchliffe and Mrs Shelagh Morgan, respectively
Chair of the South East District and Synod
Secretary. Éva Boros, Elder in St Columba’s
Budapest, and Rev Jimmy Brown – that’s me –
Minister (now retired) of an Associated
Rev David Hinchliffe

Congregation in Bochum, Germany, represented

Shelagh Morgan and Éva Boros

the International Presbytery (IP) of the Church
of Scotland. We were particularly delighted that
we were all able to play such a major part in
Sunday worship during our visit, too – we hope

Rev Jimmy Brown

offering a sign of support after such a long
period of pandemic-enforced absence: David presided at the Lord’s
Supper, Éva read from the Bible, Jimmy preached, and Shelagh proved
she is a woman of many talents, playing the organ for our joint Sunday
service.
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As much of the business on these visits does not involve the entire
congregation, however, please allow me to detail a few highlights of our
programme from the Friday evening onwards. The first of these was
indubitably our visit to the Manse in Ħal-Kirkop, which most of us were
seeing for the first time. If Betsi ever tells anyone she can’t cook, please
don’t believe her, for she entertained us marvellously. Congratulations
to her on that – and to everyone in St Andrews who was involved in the
long and difficult search for furnished accommodation for the Minister.
Given all the disappointments and near misses along the way, it’s all the
more laudable that such an excellent living and working space should
have been found. We were all hugely impressed. And Betsi is clearly
very happy indeed with the place you have found for her to live.
Saturday 26th March was given over to meeting with the Minister and
members of the Session. We registered the fact that some of the terms in
the Constitution are making life more difficult than it need be,
especially in these challenging and changing times, to recruit Elders to
serve on the Session. The members of the Sponsors’ Council will be
putting their heads together to find ways to remedy
this situation and hope to report back by the end
of the year. Issues include the written-in age
barrier of 75, the restricted period of service
of ten years (after which a gap of at least two
years is mandatory) and possibly the question of
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ordination relating to Elders, something that is so typical of the Church
of Scotland’s theology of ministry.
Another issue addressed during our Saturday meeting was the
downsizing process currently ongoing within the Church of Scotland.
The measures are radical and, throughout all presbyteries in the Kirk,
the number of ministries (Full-time Ministry Equivalents, FTEs) is
being halved. For the IP, this will mean cutting from 11.5 FTEs at
present to perhaps as few as five. What implications will this have for
Malta? … The good news is that, as an LEP, Malta enjoys what you
might call “protected species” status,
added to which, it only counts as 0.5 FTE
to the total figure, since there is only a
Church of Scotland minister in place for
five years out of every ten.
But, as if witnessing that degree of care
for and commitment to the life and witness of St Andrews by its
Minister and office bearers were not enough, we were then
overwhelmed by the after-church buffet lunch in the festively decorated
church hall on Sunday 27th March: flags of many nations and people in
attendance from most, if not all, of these, all demonstrating the
international and ecumenical
unity in diversity that is the
everyday reality of St Andrews.
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What a gift! The wide range of food and home produce spread out on
the buffet and for sale on the fundraising stall gave us all a taste of just
how delicious that unity in diversity can be. And the sung Swedish
grace to which we were entertained is one we ourselves will be using
from now on: “Food! Hallelujah! Amen!”
“Hallelujah! Amen!” might also be a suitable way of summing up this
latest Sponsors’ Council visit. Now, we are all looking forward to the
next visit scheduled for the weekend of 29th-30th April 2023. Note it in
your diaries – we’ve noted it in ours!
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GETTING TO KNOW ME
TEN or more THINGS ABOUT ME
Milan Kajtuz
1. I like to watch movies and my favorite movie is Shawshank
Redemption. My favorite TV

show is

Northern Exposure.

2. I meet my partner Xeena here in Malta while attending MCAST.
I studied mathematics very
hard in those days so I can
carry on helping her with
assignments.
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3. I have 4 parakeets, James, Cameron, Stanley, and Priscilla.
Priscilla can get cranky sometimes, Cameron and James have
been in a relationship for a year now and Stanley is sort of new.

4. Xeena and Me have a car and we call it Steve; the weird bit is
we decided later that car is a girl.

5. I was very young during the war in Bosnia and magically
survived it without a scratch. Well, if we don’t count that one
time when I fell from a tree but that was really my fault. I still
haven’t told anybody about it.
23

6. My Dad is a great joker (he does not speak a word of English)
and during the war in Bosnia, he
escaped conscription many times as he
did not like the war. He likes to paint
and fix things. He was maintenance
chief
for
this
big company before it got
dissolved during the Economic
depression following the war
in Bosnia. He is retired now
and doing just fine. Sends his love to all.

7.

I work as a logistics coordinator in one company here in Malta.

8. I like to listen to Arron
Copeland’s Appalachian Spring;
it really calms me down after all
the stress of working in the
supply chain.
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9. I got baptized at St Andrew’s Scots
Church.

10. I play the guitar but I know only 5 songs and the rest of the time
I just improvise on my own.

11. I

am

passionate

writing sci fi stories.
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about

Mission
Marie Alexander obo The Mission Team
You may be wondering how the community at Tugwashanye is getting on. In
general, it seems life is going on as normal. In fact, a new bishop was ordained
on Sunday 27th March.
School and College fees for the youngsters has been covered by the funds we
sent earlier on. These were less than usual since, at the moment, some school
fees did not need to be paid. It is unclear whether this is simply a Covid measure
or a policy that will last. Education is the key to ensuring
that these children can break out of the cycle of poverty.
Meanwhile, money was sent to help complete the home
of a widow and her seven children to enable them to live
safely there. This means that, at the moment, there are
no spare funds for Tugwashanye until a fund-raising
event can be organised. With the increasing numbers of people in Malta testing
Covid positive, there are no concrete plans for this to happen at the moment. We
hope things will change.
As some of you may have read, St. Andrews has also joined with other local
churches and organisations in
raising money to help Ukrainian
refugees fleeing the war at home
and entering neighbouring
countries or going elsewhere. A
number have been welcomed in
Malta, some with some
belongings and others with very
little.
Naturally, we still continue
taking various items to Dar Teresa Spinelli. We hope we can continue to do so
for as long as the need is there. Like the rest of the population, they have had
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their ups and downs with the pandemic, occasionally being in quarantine but
never suffering any serious effects.
The mission team has always been impressed by the generosity shown whenever
an appeal was launched. We thank the Good Lord for that since we are the
instruments he can use on such occasions.
Sister Catherine sends her warmest wishes and thanks to the St. Andrew’s
congregation for the much-needed support. She knows she can rely on us should
there be any urgent need, as she has done recently. Providence has always
enabled us to meet any needs that came to our attention. We are always in Sr
Catherine’s and her community’s prayers. Please join in praying for them also.
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Blue Door English
212 Old Bakery Street
Valletta VLT1451
info@bluedoorenglish.org
VO/2165
Newsletter March 2022
Dear friends,
After operating online for the first
three weeks of January while the
Covid-19 infection rate sank to safe levels, Blue Door English finally
reopened its doors and it didn’t take long for us to regain our pre-Covid19 momentum! Our classrooms have well and truly roared back to life!
Thanks to the kindness of our volunteers, sponsors and donors, during
the first quarter of 2022 we were able to achieve the following:
● We ran a total of thirteen face-to-face
classes, offering space for over 200 students
per week.
● Classes are Mondays and Thursdays
from 4.30 - 6pm and 6 -7.30pm.
In addition, we reopened our Mums and
Bubs classes on a Friday morning, which
quickly grew to two classes. Mothers are
welcome to bring their children, for whom we provide free child care.
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● The levels of our classes were literacy, semi-literacy, A1 (beginner),
A2 (elementary), and B1+ (pre-intermediate and higher). Lower level
classes were twice a week, the rest once a week.
● We issued certificates for regular attendance, which students can use
for job applications and as support documentation for their asylum
applications.
● We provided every single student
with a copy book, pencil, rubber and
workbook.
● We provided
a new and much needed service for our students,
namely credit on bus cards. Students who were
awarded a certificate for regularly attending their
last course received a €10 top-up. In order not to
leave anyone behind (students absent due to
sickness/work, or struggling generally) we also issued bus card top-ups
for those in ongoing courses.
● Our volunteer team was made up of 20 teachers, and six
admins/registraons/front door helpers.
● Donations in kind received
included: baby food, clothing
(women and children) and toys, all
of which we have distributed among
our beneficiaries and new Ukrainian arrivals.
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● We received two monthly monetary donations from two kind donors,
ongoing since June 2021, as well as a generous one-off monetary
donation from Fondation de France.
In addition, we were busy outside of the classrooms: hosting Semester
at Sea students from the University of Colorado, attending the
UNHCR’s roundtable, plus
conferences and workshops, as well
as continuing our work with our
partner NGOs and the Malta Refugee
Council, advocating for a kinder,
fairer and more inclusive society in general. We remain immensely
grateful for the support of St. Andrew’s Scots Church and the
Andreasgemeinde for enabling us to provide a welcoming, safe and
inclusive space for all students and volunteers.
The generosity of others means we can continue helping some of the
most vulnerable members of our society on their linguistic journey to
integration, opening doors for better employment opportunities and
further education, improved housing and healthcare, and many more
benefits.
Warmest regards,
Justine Lubnow
President BDE
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Like what we do and want to help?
BDE newsletter General 1/22
Here’s how you can support us.
Volunteer. We are always looking for teachers,
teaching assistants, admins and office support.
Send us an email today to apply info@bluedoorenglish.org
Donations in kind. We are always in need of classroom materials, such
as copy books and pencils and erasers, as well as A4 paper, copier toner
and printer cartridges. Contact us for more information
info@bluedoorenglish.org
Monetary donations. We are always in need of funds to keep our
school going, and there are three ways to donate:
1. Via bank transfer or standing order:
Bank: Lombard Bank, Valletta
Account Name: St Andrews Scots Church Reference: BLUE DOOR
ENGLISH
IBAN: MT18 LBMA 0500 0000 0001 4401 0357 90
2. Via PayPal. Click on the St. Andrew‘s website and look for the
donate button on the right to donate via PayPal:
hps://www.standrewsmalta.com/blue-door-english
3. Via Buy Me a Coffee. Make small, one-off donation or a monthly:
www.buymeacoffee.com/BlueDoorEnglish
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St Columba’s Budapest Congregational Report
to International Presbytery
March 2022

The Church of Scotland in Budapest,
Hungary, is one of our sister churches in
the International Presbytery.
Here is what has happened there since
the war in Ukraine started.
St Columba's Church
Neighbours in Need
As people flee Ukraine, Hungarians have rallied to support them, but the
task is enormous. As of this writing, the most current data indicates that
B Budapest
214,160 people have entered Hungary from Ukraine. This population
exceeds that of Debrecen, the 2nd largest city in Hungary.
Saturday, 26th February: Our congregation’s first contact with this
crisis is through our Associate Minister, Szabina Sztojka, who begins
working at some mission offices converted into an ad hoc shelter. Most
of the guests there are Romani women and children, though there is also
a Ukrainian couple.
Sunday 27th February: Many church
members remain in church after worship
so we can discuss and plan how to
support Szabina’s work in those mission
offices.
28th February: As Szabina continues
work in those offices, Aaron Stevens, the
Minister, attends meetings for NGOs and church agencies trying to
gather information and plan a response. Many of the discussions focus
on the legal rights of Hungarian citizens coming across the border as
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compared to those of Ukrainian citizens. No mention is made of 3rd
country nationals, such as international students.
Late in the night, a member of our church pleads for us to open the
church doors for the African
students who are arriving at
Nyugati Railway station, a 10minute walk from our church.
No one appears to be giving
them any
assistance.
At Szabina’s encouragement, Aaron agrees to do
so and spends the night there with the students,
who have been on the go for 3 days straight—ever
since they heard the bombs.
That first night, we host 15 Nigerian students from
Kharkiv.
1st-2nd March :
Knowing more will come, we attempt to help our current guests with
next steps, finding the government offices to
which they much report, etc. We also start
getting organised and establishing our intake
systems. By Wednesday, we are providing 3
meals a day, as well as trying to provide
information and advice for our guests.
Word has spread, and donations from the community begin pouring in.
Hungarian Reformed Church - a Hungarian Lutheran Church - Aid
provides some supplies. Simply unloading, and sorting these donations
has become a major task for volunteers.
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Lunch is being provided by a Calvary Chapel kitchen. Aaron and
Szabina are both constantly on the phone taking calls regarding
cooperation with other groups or number of beds available.
We are now hosting 30 students/night and turning down requests.
3rd-4th March:
By Thursday, the volunteer
sign-up is working, but it is
clear that the midnight shift
(12-6 am) is the hardest to
fill. There is a chance to
recruit volunteers from the
wider community, but we
are wondering about how to screen and train people amidst such a rapid
response.
On Thursday night, our International Student Fellowship holds its
weekly meeting at the church rather than in someone’s home, so that
they can connect with our guests. Among their peers, some of our guests
open up regarding just how trying this whole situation is for them.
A member who brought canned goods on Thursday lets us know he’s
tested positive for Covid.
5th-6th March:
On Saturday, a generous donation of
medical supplies arrives, including Covid
tests. By evening, some of our guests
complain of sore throats. Now with the necessary supplies, a volunteer
tests them—negative.
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Sunday morning - we find Sunday means clearing the air mattresses to
re-claim our worship space. Some
of the first students we helped
return to join us for worship, and
their singing will surely be
remembered by all who were there.

It’s truly a time of mutual
encouragement.
By this point, 2 things are becoming quite clear: (1) Our volunteers are
doing an amazing job. (2) Our team is having difficulty coping with the
variety of tasks we’ve taken on.
On Sunday, one of our volunteers from 2 days before lets us know she
has Covid. One of our guests tests positive for Covid, and is put in a
separate room. We’d prefer to remove him from the site, but can’t find
where to place him.
7th-8th March:
One week into this effort, our volunteers and systems are
accomplishing a lot, but the Covid concern grows as one volunteer calls
from home to report a fever and another a sore throat. Our “staffing
shortage” is also becoming more acute as some key people are getting
ready to travel in the days ahead and a long weekend is approaching.
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Aaron decides that we can accept no new guests for the time being, and
that after the current ones leave, we will close the doors for thorough
cleaning and reorganizing.
Several key volunteers are
called to join the Session in a
Zoom discussion on the way
forward. The consensus is that
we can’t continue the 24/7
approach with such a variety of
services; we need to focus.
Most of those present agree that the overnight shelter for new arrivals
should be the priority. Aaron assures them this view will be taken into
consideration by the Session.
Wednesday: The last guests leave at noon.
Thurs-Fri: Another volunteer reports Covid positive test.
Volunteers clean every nook and cranny of the church, and others work
on a proposal for how to re-open. Aaron
organizes a Zoom call with the few
other organizations reaching out to
Africans.
The government announces new
policies strictly limiting the options of 3rd country nationals. The
message seems to be that our guests are welcome only as long as it takes
to arrange travel back home, and that the programs announced for
continuing studies are meant for Ukrainians, not them.
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NOTE: We have been humbled by the generous financial support
coming into our church’s bank account. We hope to re-open the shelter,
and these funds will help us do so in a safer, more organized way. If the
way forward for us is not an
overnight service, but rather a
day centre, again, we are
committed to using the
donations for the purpose
given. If our activity is
drastically reduced, we might
find ourselves sharing resources with other organizations, as they have
shared with us. Our main priority is that we look for the populations
often underserved, such as African students and Roma women and
children.
Prayer
God, our refuge and strength in trouble
Today we pray for the people of Ukraine,
And for those of Russia too.
For those who find no sleep or awake to great fear,
For those fleeing their homes,
For all facing danger.
Help them to feel the comfort of your presence,
Change angry hearts and minds,
Drive out hatred with your love,
And war with your perfect peace,
For we ask it in the name of the One who is our Peace
Jesus our Lord. Amen
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The Abrahamic Religions
John Lejman
The Abrahamic religions are a group of mostly monotheistic religions
that endorse worship of the God of Abraham. These most notably
include Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. The namesake for this group's
identity is Abraham, a Hebrew patriarch and prophet who is extensively
mentioned in many prominent Abrahamic scriptures, such as
the Bible and the Quran.
Readers may be familiar with the symbols associated with these three
religions. The star of David represents
Judaism; the cross represents Christianity;
the star and crescent
represents Islam.

All three religions have special Holy days and very unusually this year,
2022, some of them come together. The Jewish Passover, the Christian
Easter and the Islamic Ramadan all overlap in April, for the first time in
10 years. While this may increase the potential for violence in
Jerusalem, let’s look at the main reasons why it should NOT.

With Islam using a lunar calendar, the date of Ramadan comes round at
a different time every year in relation to our calendar. Easter also has no
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fixed date so it also changes regularly by our own calendar. Easter falls
on the first Sunday after the Full Moon date that falls on or after March
21. Passover changes every year too ... so ... the chances of all 3 falling
on the same dates is very unlikely and very unusual.

While violence can be associated with both Easter and the Passover in
the sense that our Lord and Saviour, The Prince of Peace, was brutally
tortured before his agonising death, Easter is a celebration of love and
promise and eternal life through Jesus
Christ. Equally ... the torments
suffered by the Egyptians which
passed by the doors of the Israelites
marked in blood and the subsequent
goings on as the Red Sea corridor closed over the pursuers, drowning
many, led to the Israelites finally arriving at the Promised Land.

Ramadan is the ninth month of the Islamic calendar. It is a time of
fasting for the Islamic people. Each day during this month, Muslims all
over the world abstain from eating, drinking, smoking, as well as
participating in anything that is ill-natured or excessive; from dawn until
the sun sets. Fasting is intended to
educate the Muslim in spirituality,
humility and patience. It is a time to
cleanse the soul, focus attention on God,
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and put into practice selflessness. Ramadan is a time for Muslims to fast
for the sake of God and to put forward more prayer than is customary.
Fasting is one of the Five Pillars
of the Islamic religion, and one of
the main types of Islamic worship.
Restraint from everyday
enjoyment and curbing wicked
intentions and cravings are
The Seder Plate at the Passover Meal

considered as an act of

compliance and obedience to God, as well as amends for sins, faults,
and mistakes. During Ramadan, Muslims request forgiveness for sins in
the past, pray for direction and assistance in abstaining from everyday
troubles, and endeavour to cleanse themselves through self-control and
great acts of faith. Fasting in Christianity is not a regulated practice
generally now as in the past. However, many Christians still fast during
the season of Lent that leads to Easter.
In comparison to the solar calendar, the Ramadan dates differ, moving
forward approximately ten days every year due to the fact that it is a
moving holiday which is dependent on the moon. Ramadan was the
month in which the initial verses of the Qur'an were said to be shown to
Muhammad, the Islamic Prophet.
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So ... we can see that this is a great time of reflection and prayer for
Muslim people as they pray for past sins and fresh direction. Much as
we Christians do over Easter ... a new beginning. A new beginning for
the Israelites after the flight from Egypt and arrival in the Promised land
is marked by the Passover Festival.
Easter is a Christian festival and cultural holiday commemorating
the resurrection of Jesus from the dead,
described in the New Testament as having
occurred on the third day of
his burial following his crucifixion by
the Romans at Calvary c. 30 AD. It is the
culmination of the Passion of Jesus, preceded
by Lent, a 40-day period of fasting, prayer, and penance.
Christians refer to the week before Easter as Holy Week, which in
Western Christianity contains the days of the Easter
Triduum including Maundy Thursday, commemorating
the Maundy and Last Supper, as well as Good Friday, commemorating
the crucifixion and death of Jesus. In Eastern Christianity, the same days
and events are commemorated with the names of days all starting with
"Holy" or "Holy and Great"; and Easter itself might be called "Great
and Holy Pascha", "Easter Sunday", "Pascha" or "Sunday of Pascha".
In Western Christianity, Eastertide, or the Easter Season, begins on
Easter Sunday and lasts seven weeks, ending with the coming of the
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50th day, Pentecost Sunday. In Eastern Christianity, the dates observed
are not exactly the same.
So, like Ramadan, during the lead up to Easter week during Lent, we
too fast to some degree and reflect on the past and the future.
Passover is a celebration of the story of Exodus. During Passover, Jews
remember how their ancestors
left slavery behind them when
they were led out of Egypt by
Moses. Passover is celebrated
with a series of rituals. Each
ritual symbolises a different part of the story. Seder customs
include telling the story, discussing the story, drinking four cups of
wine, eating matza, partaking of symbolic foods placed on the Passover
Seder plate, and reclining in celebration of freedom. Passover
(or Pesach in Hebrew) is one of the most important festivals in the
Jewish year. It is a Spring festival that begins on the 15th day of Nisan,
the first month of the Jewish calendar. The celebrations last for seven or
eight days.
So whatever your background in one of these Abrahamic faiths, let us
look to each other and to our futures together through peace, love and
grace and look to a future of peace and
harmony flowing to us all and through us all
from the love of Almighty God.
(Various internet sources were used as the basis of this article)
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Letting Go
Marie Alexander
On March 2nd, Ash Wednesday, I read an article from the Center for
Action and Contemplation in which James Finley reflects on Thomas
Merton’s teaching about the True self and the
false self. He wrote:
“Our true self is a self in communion. It is a self
that subsists in God’s eternal love. Likewise, the
false self is the self that stands outside this
created subsisting communion with God that
forms our very identity. As Merton puts it,
When we seem to possess and use our being and natural faculties in a
completely autonomous manner, as if our individual ego were the pure
source and end of our own acts, then we are in illusion and our acts,
however spontaneous they may seem to be, lack spiritual meaning and
authenticity. 2 ”
This set me thinking how communities can foster or hinder the
development of the true and the false self in its member. Unfortunately,
many of us have often been guilty of nourishing our false self even in
circumstances that seem very Christian-like, where our motivation is
partly very good. Nevertheless, our upbringing to be as independent as
2

Thomas Merton, Contemplative Prayer (New York: Herder and Herder,

1969), 86.
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ever, to not need anyone to help us out, doing it all alone, is a reflection
of this false self. Not discerning if the plan we execute is what God
wants of us, or if the time is right or if we should involve others to share
in the ‘mission’.
I would think we all try to fit into a community. I remember my first
experience at a
Sunday service
in a Church of
Scotland church
in Edinburgh. I
was glad I had
dressed in my Sunday wear rather than casual. Some elderly ladies wore
hats – something I associate only with
afternoon weddings in Malta, a tradition now
dying as hats are being replaced by simple
fascinator, an interesting name for a hairclip or
haircomb attached decoration for women who
do not feel confident enough to do away with a
head accessory. I thought this was a huge
contrast to Catholic churches but, in fact, it was simply a difference of
tradition not of church practice. Everyone in Edinburgh, at the time,
dressed up for church on Sunday.
So how is this connected to the topic I am writing about? Well, it is
partly the point that we normally try to fit into a community and its
practices to ensure we can interact comfortably with the individual
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members. So, dressing up was necessary to ensure that I wasn’t
worrying more about my clothes fitting in than about my worship. On
the other hand, one can obsess about fitting in or otherwise in various
ways, for example, trying to get noticed. This can easily happen to
anyone of us in different ways. Instead, at both of my churches, nobody
focuses on clothes. Everyone is absorbed with the intended focus, being
church, being what God wants us to be both within the church building
and outside in the bigger community.
Nevertheless, we often err and feed our false self without realising it.
The prodigal son in Luke 15 “came to himself” when famine came after
he had spent all his inheritance. He
realised, therefore, that he had fed his
false self when he asked to be given his
inheritance whilst his father was still
alive. He does not try to justify his
recklessness, he knows his guilt and
decides to put it behind him by moving
beyond it, asking his father’s forgiveness and accepting to serve his
father as a servant rather than as his son. In order to transform ourselves
to living our true self, we need to acknowledge our guilt and
responsibility and then move beyond it, letting it go.
Of course, the young man probably, like many of us, occasionally acted
angrily, jealously, proudly, egoistically. However, being part of a
Christian community helps us anchor in a safe place that facilitates
picking ourselves up to restart with greater determination. The Bible
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can help us if we read it, and we can use it to discern what God wants
of us at any point in time, especially when we are making important
decisions in our everyday lives. The Holy Spirit can guide us to a deeper
understanding of the word of God and how it relates to our ordinary
lives if we ask for
help. Sometimes,
help comes in the
shape of a person,
or of an event. If
we respond
carefully rather
than react quickly
to such encounters
and events, they
could shed the
light we need to
move forward.
Prayer helps us by
enabling us to
accept our
limitations as well
as our talents that can contribute to making us more like what we know
we can be, what God wants us to be, weak though we are.
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Get up-dates
Read interesting and funny stuff
Join in and hear from people and congregations
from all over the world
with "saintandrews scotschurch" on Facebook

St. Andrew’s Scots Church is on
www.standrewsmalta.com
there is also a link to our Foodbank
hhtps://www.facebook.com/groups/standrewsmalta/
MALTA MICROFINANCE
Malta Microfinance is also on Facebook and the website is:
www.maltamicrofinance.org
+356 21225542 or +356 99005648
Lombard Bank Malta plc, 67
Republic Street, Valletta VLT
1117
SWIFT/BIC code LBMAMTMT
Our account is St Andrew's Scots
Church, St Andrew's House,
210 Old Bakery Street, Valletta,
Malta
Account number 0144010357901
IBAN MT18 LBMA 0500 0000 0001 4401 0357 901
Please include your name as reference
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ST ANDREW'S SCOTS CHURCH
Church of Scotland / Methodist
St Andrew's Scots Church, Valletta, is a Local Ecumenical Partnership between the
Church of Scotland and the Methodist Church of Great Britain. A Methodist church
has existed in Valletta since 1824, when Rev John Keeling founded the first nonRoman Catholic Church in Malta. A Presbyterian church has existed on our site since
1843 and our present building was built in 1857 through the efforts of a Presbyterian
minister, Dr George Wisely.
We are a cosmopolitan church with a wide variety of nationalities and church
backgrounds making up our normal Sunday morning congregation, which often also
contains a high proportion of visitors. Our aim is to serve God and our neighbours
through Christ and in the strength of his Spirit. We share our building with the
Andreas Gemeinde of the German Lutheran church. A service in the German
language is held at 10.30 am on the first and third Sunday of each month.
If you would like to make a donation to the church, please contact our Treasurer, Ms
Jo Austen or find bank details on the previous page.
We hope that you will find Crossroads informative and helpful. lf you have any
comments about anything you find in Crossroads or any ideas about items for
inclusion in a future edition, please contact our editor, Marie Alexander.

HOW TO FIND US
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